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Search initiated for
Moriarty's replacement
by Matt Mullin
Staff Writer
A nationwide search for a new
Residential Life director gets under
way here at UMaine.
The Residential life department
needs a director since Ross Moriarty, its former director, resigned
Sept. 1 for personal reasons.
-Moriarty had held the position for
16 years.
"We will be recruiting national-
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Aceto, vice president for Student
and Administrative Services said.
"When we get applications they
will be screened by a panel made
up of staff, students, and faculty," Aceto said.
The department hopes to have a
new director by January.
Along with the search for a new
director, Residential Life will be
having three consultants from
Iowa State University critique the
department's programs and
services.
"When the head of a department changes it's a good time to
take a look at the department
itself," Aceto said, "We'll be
having the consultants come in
and find out what our strengths
and weaknesses are."

Campus

The Iowa consultants are: Dr.
Thomas Thielen vice president for
Student
Services,
Chuck
Fredrickson, residential life director, and Stuart Burger, director of
Food Services.
"We chose Iowa State because
we wanted to bring people in from
a place that was like UMaine,a rural, land grant university."
Aceto said.
The consultants will come in
early October and Aceto hopes to
ve-a-repo by Nov. T. The team
will visit the campus for two days-gathering information for the
report, and each member will '
receive a $600 honorarium.
According to Aceto, the University is also undertaking an audit of
the Residential Life department.
"We plan on having the
(UMaine) system audit us while
the consultants are looking us over
too." Aceto said.
"We will be conducting an audit
where we will be looking for ways
the Residential Life's budget can
be made more economically efficient.
;said Lawrence Stanchfield,
director of the internal audit. "We
will cut the scope of the audit
because of the size of the Residential Life system," he said.
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South African scholarship
sends student to Natal
by Christopher Haines
Staff Writer

sities and colleges in the New England
states because of the decision taken by
the New England Board of Higher
A $2,800 scholarship established by Education to the effect that a scholarthe University of Maine has enabled a ship should be instituted to provide
black South African student to enroll at financial assistance for black students to
the University of Natal, in South Africa. attend universities in South Africa,"
UMaine is one of seven New England he said.
institutions of higher learning to parRobert Whelan, current director of
ticipate in the South African Student University Retention Programs, was
Scholarship Program.
assistant to the president under Arthur
Peter pc V -Booyscn,
Johnson when NEBHETirst presented
and principal of the South African its idea for a scholarship program for
university, met -with UMaine ad- free universities in South Africa.
ministrators Aug. 29 to discuss the
Whelan said that he was "very proud
establishment of the scholarship and to of the university's decision to parpromote cooperation between the two ticipate" in the program after NEBHE
universities. They also discussed interna- announced its intentions. He asked
tional cooperation between institutes of whether there could be anything more
higher learning in general.
positive than providing a chance for
De V Booysen explained that he is higher education to a black student in
"making contact with those American South Africa.
institutions and universities which have
Along with UMaine — Bowdoin Colshown interest in change in South lege,
Connecticut
College,
Africa."
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
"(The purpose of my visit was) to en- Providence College, Tufts University And
courage university communities in the the University of Connecticut have all
United States to support our efforts for contributed scholarship money to the
change and to avoid the implementation University of Natal.
of academic and cultural boycotts of at
Currently, there are five South African
least those South African institutions institutions, including the University of
which are forces to change.
Natal, that benefit from NEBHE black
"With that objective in mind, I was scholarship programs similar to
encouraged to visit a number of univer-,- UMaine's.

Smokers, non-smokers adjust to new rules
by Jennifer Gin'
Staff Writer
Smoking and objections to it have
been around since the 1600s, according
to Consumer Reports magazine, but executing the offender is no longer
practiced.
Effective this year, UMaine officials
have tried to resolve these differences by
implementing new policies to regulate
smoking areas on campus.
"It certainly will offer some benefit to
us," said David Fielder, assistant
director of the UMaine Fire Department.
"We've only had one fire (in recent
memory) due to someone dropping a
. cigarette in bed."
Legislation signed into law in April,
1980 by Gov. Joseph Brennan details the
restrictions of smoking prohibition.
Campus-wide policies were distributed
Jan. I by former UMaine President Arthur Johnson.

sumption of smoke without actually
lighting a cigarette or pipe; occurring
when smoke is inhaled by non-smokers.
Smokers and non-smokers on campus
have been adjusting to these new
regulations.
"I didn't smoke in the office before the
policy went into effect (anyway)," said
Carol Rickards, the administrative
secretary in the history department.
"And I have definitely noticed the
change around campus."
Paula Pietrowski, a clerk typist in the
Arts & Sciences Department and a
former smoker, believes the policies to
be just, since smoking could be hazardous in a work area.
- "I think it's a great thing. Most pcopie are non-smokers, at least in this office. so I think it's a good policy for an
office environment," she said.
Cutler Health Center sponsors programs throughout the semester for
students, faculty and staff members who

Such policies were required by -the-federally endorsed Workplace Smoking
"We've ,becn offering the program for
Act and were detailed in the legislation
a couple of years," said Nancy Price,
entitled "Offenses Against Public
a health educator at Cutler. "With the
Health."
change in laws we've had more faculty'
and staff who want to try and quit."
Smoking is now prohibited in all
classrooms, laboratories, libraries, gymThe program runs twice a week peir
nasiums, and auditoriums.
four weeks beginning Sept. 23. There is
The policy may also help alleviate the a SIO charge, refundable upon successful
problem of passive smoking, the con- completion of the course.

(Keens* pbobs)
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Dorm phone service still in the 'studying stages'
by Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer
Students who base been anxiously
awaiting the installation of phones into
their individual dormitory rooms will
have to wait a little longer, maybe much
longer.
Last year, plans were developed to install phone jacks in esery room on campus. Students became confident that the
plans would soon become reality when
New England Telephone employees were
often seen in a number of residence halls
on campus.
As it turned out, a complicated hookup system and the high cost that would
go along with it hase put these plans to
rest for the time being.
"We're going to have to wait and see
what comes up as far as proposals go.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Right now, we're in the waiting stage,"
said Raymond Moreau, assistant director of Residential Life.
Currently, Chadbourne Hall is the only residence hall on campus that accommodates its dwellers with private phones,
a service provided for them at the beginning of the 1985-86 school year.
"We piloted the project in Chadbourne because of the switch-over to office space in part of the building.The
added office space caused the receptionist's desk to be removed," Moreau
said.
"The majority of the students in
Chadbourne are non-traditional and
many have families. We feel they needed phones anyway," he added.
Originally, nlans were to expand the
existing system at Chadbourne and run
cable to Wells Complex, where there also
is a need ac nnlv in of the
doran
in Wells have full-time receptionists.
Later, the other complexes would be provided for.
But after the trenching process, it was
found out that there was no room in the
ground to accommodate such a large
cable service. Moreau said.
"Vie may end up installing separate
units to service each complex." said
Moreau. "We're still in the studying
stages."
Thomas Aceto, vice president of Student Affairs, said the cost of such a projecusould .bave to-be absorbed by the
student as part of the room and board
rate.
"Vie plan to consult with students and
see what they want," said Aceto. "I
think the.students would appreciate the
privacy and convenience it would pros ide, but they'd have to pay for it."
Dan Frost, a resident of Oak Hall,
said, "Around here, no one answers the
phone. It would be nice to have our own
phones so we wouldn't have to worry
about the hassle of leaving the room to
get the phone. It'd be worth the extra
COSI."

Mark White, another Oak resident,
agrees with Frost,"The phone system is
so bad here that paying the extra money
would be well worth it.-
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PEACE IN SEARCH OF MAKERS
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Democrats lobby for Tierney and votes
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by Christina Baldwin
Staff Writer
Backing a political candidate is
something the University Democrats
take seriously.
In this election year, James Tierney
will get the support of the 19- member
club for the position of Maine's
governor.
But voting for Tierney is not enough.
The club will also help with the election
campaign that will climax on Nov. 4.
At the Organizational Fair on Sept.
20, the club will operate a booth
distributing political pamphlets on
Tierney informing the public of his
beliefs, goals, and dreams for the state
of Maine.
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Join the 1987 PRISM Staff
Wednesday, Sept. 17
6:30 pm

3rd Floor, Memorial Union

•
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:

•
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-

-Entertainment Editor -Sports Editor
-Organizations Editor -Senior Editor
i

-Academics Editor

-Photo Editor
-News and Feature Editor
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Eastern Maine Medical-Center
COMMUNITY RELATIONS/
MARKETING INTERNSHIP

Old Town Room
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Saxl also said the club would push for
more educational topics on campus, but
not necessarily Democratic Ones.

For information on application process, contact Donna Huff.
Community Relations Department, EMMC, 945-7740.

_

i

political system and the election process
because young people have the biggest
stake in the system.
But the race for the governer is not the
only thing the University Democrats will
be doing this year.
Sax] said the club will be putting on
a lecture series. Topics for the lectures include "Women in Politics," "The
Homeless in tviaine," and "Violence
and Terrorism."
"The topics chosen were, what I
thought, extremely relevant topics of the
day," she said.

Demonstrated skill in writing news releases, PSA's, and fealure
stories. Writing samples required. Ability to plan and implement
special (PR) events.

Monday - Friday 11 - 9
Saturday 9 - 9 Sunday 9 - 2
$1.00 OFF ANY ENTREE - BRING THIS AD

i
i
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Sosnaud thinks it's good for students
to become active in the political process
of electing an official to office, especially
the position of governor,
"It's a slice of life," he said.
"Students benefit by becoming familiar
with the process of electing a governor,
working with other people, meeting
other politicians and getting experience
in both administrative and managerial
work."
Sosnaud stresses the part about working with people. He said being able to
work with people is an important asset
because most of a politician's work is
with people.
Sosnaud also feels it's important for
young people to get involved in the

A 20-hour per week internship with attractive stipend
available
starting October 6. Prefer graduate student or upper division
undergrad with major in business, journalisat/advertising, or
communications.

Traditional & Alternative Cuisine
Entertainment Thursday Nights
Saturday & Sunday Brunches
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irth it."

Also at the booth, students, be they
Democrat or Republican, can register for
the upcoming election.
Mary-Anne Saxl, president of the
University Democrats, believes voters
should read about both candidates
before they make a choice.
"You shouldn't be voting for James
Tierney unless you know something
about what he stands for," she said.
She alsa added chat The-same was true
for the Republican candidate, John
McKernan.
Jeff Sosnaud, the Northern Maine
Coordinator for the James Tierney campaign discussed ways students within the
club could help out during the hectic
weeks before the campaign.
He said students could volunteer at
the Bangor headquarters and would be
assigned certain tasks.
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PLUS - Many photographers, writers,
graphic artists, and layout people needed.

For more information call
Patte Eaton 581-1783 or stop by
Senior Skulls Room MWF 2-3, TR 1-2
Yearbooks - a great journalistic experience
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World/U.S. News
Milk dumped
for price hike

Brennan calls for strike settlement
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Saying
"the time is here to pick up the
pieces," Gov. Joseph E. Brennan appealed to management and union
negotiators to "set egos aside" and work
to settle the 10-week-old strike at the
Boise Cascade Corp. paper mill in
Rumford.
The governor, calling the two sides
together for a second round of State
House talks with a federal mediator and
state Personnel Commissioner David
Bustin, met privately with the
'negotiators and briefed reporters
afterward.
The bargaining teams met separately.
at first, then gathered for an hour-long
yomt1,
-‘31l/11 t,vfun.
I-Cd I rig liii dinner
late in the afternoon.

There was no immediate word of progress, although Bustin said the union
had modified its position and management was considering the proposals.
Brennan, the son of a unionized
longshoreman, said he reminded
negotiators for Local 900 of the United
Paperworkers International Union that
growing international competition and
other factors have changed circumstances for organized labor.
"The world today is not the 1940s or
the 1950s. It's 1986," Brennan told
reporters. "The world has changed and
the union (officials) are kidding
themselves if they don't realize that."
The governor said he advised management it "has a responsibility to recognize
the dignity of the worker" and the im-

The Protestant Church On Campt.

UNIVERSITY_WORSHIP
For Late Sleepers
6:30 PM Sunday
At The Wilson Center, 67 College Ave.
Joan Wellhauser, guitar; Tom Chittick, chaplain
--4

Dr. Records'

"In essence, I said to both (sides) that
they've got to get Off any high horse"
and start bargaining in earnest, he said.
"People have got to set egos aside."
Brennan said the 1,200 strikers have
given up millions atdollars in lost wages
since they walked out July I over company demands for greater flexibility in
making job assignments, and Boise has
lost millions more because of reduced
production and time spent interviewing
hundreds of prospective replacements.
"The time is here to pick up the
pieces, he said.
Prior to the meeting with Brennan,
company spokesman Gary Guimond
said Boise still planned to limit its involvement to discussion about subcon-__
tracting the jobs of 350 UP1U
maintenance workers but that "welt listen and respond" to any proposals
from the union.
Local 900 President Don Barker said
the union would advance a new proposal
but declined to elaborate. Asked if he
was optim tic about the prospect Ot a
settlement, h said, "I always am when
(the two sides)
talking."

0

I

Prescription for Back-to-School Blues 1

gc

plications of replacing strikers in a community where generations of families
have worked at the mill.

1;11

Cassettes • $3.99

)r1

FAIRFIELD, Maine (AP) —
Maine dairy farmers striking for
higher prices poured three
frailerloads of milk down the drain
Thursday and said their protest
was picking up momentum.
John Fortin, owner of the farm
where the dumping took place,
said the milk was supplied by
about 150 farmers from every major milk production section of the
state.
Dairyman Keith Noyes, who had
destroyed an estimated $2,400
worth of his own milk since the
is•
v.
said farmers in other states were
joining in the effort to force milk
processors to pay higher prices.
There have been reports of scattered milk dumping incidents in
Vermont, New
York and
Wisconsin.
Thus far the campaign has had
no appreciable impact on prices,
but Noyes said farmers were aware
thtt their battle was not going to
be an easy one.
"Nobody went into it thinking
it's going to happen in two
"ninnies," he said.
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BANGOR
OPERA
HOUSE

131 Main Street, Bangor, Maine 04401

Phone (207) 947-0200

great titles - hundreds to choose from

C-D's at the lowest prices in the area
most only a4 $13.99

TDK SA90 & Maxell XL ll 90 • $2.50 ea.
10 packs - $24 - why pay more?

Check It Out!
It's Worth The Trip
Now Open Thurs. & Fri

8, Sun 1-4

Dr. Records' & Mr. Fixit • 20 Main St., Orono

Shalom We're Back
Hillel, the Jewish Student Organization
of UMaine, wishes to announce a

Bagel Brunch
Sunday, September 14
_9:30 a.m. = 11:30 a.m.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
R.S.V.P. Hancock Hall Boxit 133
or call 581-4780

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Saturday, September 13
'An Evening of Sparkle'
Symphony Women's Fashion Show
doors open: 7:30 p.m.
shown-Me: 13:130 p.m.
tickets: $15.00
Saturday, September 20
Bangor Opera House Presents,
David Mallen with special guests
The Shaw Brothers
doors open: 7:30 p.m.
showtime: 8:00 p.m.
adv, tickets, balcony: $7.00, day of show: $9.00
adv, tickets. floor: $8:00, day of show: $10.00
Friday, September 26
Double Feature Films (to be announced) $3.00
showtime: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 27
Double Feature Filins (to be announced) $3.00
showtime: 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 2
Porter Wagoner and the Right Combination
showtime-s: 7:30 & 10:00
doors open: 7:00
adv. tickets, balcony: $8.00, day of show: li10.00
adv. tickets, floor: $10.00, day of show: S12.00
Friday, October 3
Double Feature Films (to be announced)3300showtime: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 4
Double Feature Films (to be announced) $3.00
showiirne 7:30 p.m.
Children's Matinee (to be announced) $2.00
showtime: 1:30 p.m.

Also, watch for the opening of the
Opera House Art Gallery!
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Steve Winwood is back in the high life again
by Linda !vicGivern
Staff Writer
If leaving the Cumberland County
Civic Center after a rock concert without
ringing ears were an indication of the
success of a concert, Steve Winwood
would win a prize.
Winwood delighted a near-capacity
crowd at the Civic Center Tuesday night
on one stop of his first American tour
in many years.
He is one of those rare performers
whose music sounds better live than it
does straight off a recorded album. Tuning in to a local radio station after listening to his latest album Back in the High
Life
gettirrg Ai, Supply when you
asked for Mick Jagger.
Winwood played everything off of
Back in the High Life, including his
number one single "Higher Love,"
which was perhaps the only song which
sounded better recorded than live.
On stage the incredibly versatile Winwood played a variety of musical instruments from the guitar to keyboards.
Winwood's music, qualified as soft
rock, had a distinctly jazzy twist to it;
heavy on saxophone and percussion.
This allowed Winwood to be generous
with his more mellow music while keeping the audience involved in the concert
to the end.

He also played a number of songs
from his earlier album Arc of a Diver
which came out in 1979 and yielded the
hit single "While You See a Chance."
If Winwood was the cake, then Jimmy Cliff, who opened for Winwood. was
the icing.
Cliff. whose rousing reggae song
singing-politicking had many a tie-dye
clad individual dancing in the aisles,
never failed to dedicate the song being
sung to someone—like Ronald Reagan
and Mikail Gorbachev in "Nuclear
War."
The audience, as a whole, participated
in the Cliff concert more than they did
in the Winwood concert.
Debbie Matriccino. a Ii Maine student
who attended the concert, said she
thought Winwood. "started out slow as
far as the crowd was concerned.;
''By about the fourth or fifth song, he
started to get the crowd involved and get
involved with the crowd," said
_Matriccino.
Ultimately, both performers played
shows which were more than adequate
in length. the stage lighting subtly conveyed the theme of the music, and the
audience seemed thoroughly pleased
with the results.
Winwood proved, indeed, that he
belongs "Back in the High Life
Again."

WANTED
:15-11:11IDIM

-0200

Permanent part-time help
person to coordinate promotion and distribution
of New York Times on
campus.
Potential salary
$100 per week.
Contact Michael Ploude
at
603-432-5805.

Steve Winivood wows audience at Cumberland County Civic Center.
(McGivern photo)

FIJI
Welcomes all Freshmen
and Sophomores
FALL 1986 RUSH EVENTS
Thursday September 11 - 8:00 p.m. • Thursday Night Footbatl with snacks ,
—Friday- S-eptember 12 - 8:00
Bonfire/pep rally with
guest speaker
Saturday September 13 - 10:30 a.m. - Tailgate party and
post-game cookout
Monday September 15 - 8:00 p.m. - Monday Night Football
with snacks
Tuesday September 16 - 4:30 p.m. - Barbecue and softball
game
Wednesday September 17 - 9:00 p.m. - Pizza study break
Thursday September 18 - 7:00 p.m. - Movie night
Monday September 22 - 8:00 p.m. - Monday Night Football with snacks
Tuesday September 23 - 4:30 p.m. - Steak dinner
At Phi Gamma Delta/Fiji, we're looking for freshmen and
sophomore leaders seeking an opportunity to develop
their full potential.
Active social life
Leadership oppurtunity
Lifetime friends
Emphasis on scholarship
Help with school

Advice from graduates
Career development
Personal development
Participation in sports

Looking forward to seeing you soon!!

Collect calls accepted.

Fiji/Phi Gamma Delta
Two good names for one great fraternity!
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Editorial
Tenant-lye relationships

U

niversity life is indeed a learning experience. Students may acquire both skills
of the mind and the hand. Students also
begin to learn how the real world works, but, it
seems, through a slightly warped mirror. •
Having gained admission to the revered halls of
academia, students are expected to have the selfdiscipline to study and to fulfill the requirements
of their classes.
It is outside the classroom that the paradox of
student life falls.
Residential Life is the institution on this campus
that provides room and board for those students
who desire it. It might be said that Residential
Life, if anything, does too good a job in taking
care of students: it regulates and disciplines them.
This sort of life does not appeal to every student. In fact at last count, 61 percent of the campus population was living off campus, for one
reason or another. Having an apartment may seem
to be the epitome of responsibility. There is
nothing like paying rent, phone and utilities on a
regular basis to instill a strong sense of responsibility in students that they would not otherwise
get from living in campus housing.
But everywhere you go — Orono, Bangor,
Boston or New York — students have a bad
reputation with landlords:
In some cases, it is well deserved: Responsibility
comes slowly to some people, to others not at all..
Wild parties that get out of control do actually

TIESEDEIVTIAL L 1FE

very little to endear student tenants to landlords.
Nor do late rent payments, or the proclivity to play
Jimi Hendrix for friends and neighbors at 3 a.m.
There is a flipside to this aspect of student life.
There are responsible student tenants, who suffer
by comparison with those,who are not.
It is a tendency on the part of area landlords to
not give credit where credit is due. The credit is
due to those fulfill the requirements set down in
'
the lease.
So it is all the more painful when landlords
begin to see all students the same way and break
what really is a fragile .trust.
There are laws that protect the tenant and
likewise the landlord. The problem is that students
seldom know their rights and cannot take measures
to protect themselves. They should take pains to
learn them.
Conversely, students shouldn't take undue advantage of their landlords. Students ought to stop and
think before they rip the molding off the ceiling touselor kindling if this is something they would do
at their parents' house. Before they have parties
that disturb the sensibilities of an entire
neighborhood, they should stop and think. Of the
consequences. Of the neighbors, the landlord, other
students. And themselves.

leryvq,tb
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Irrelevancies
First weekend memories. Ah yes, once
again, my first weekend here at UMaine
can be filed under the heading "flop."
In previous years, this infamous weekend
has proved to be a grossly inadequate
way to start the semester. But this one
was a total disaster.
Friday night, for the first time in my
college career, I did what is probably
every student's worse cafeteria
nightmare. Yes folks, I dropped my tray
on the floor, shattering glasses and plates
to smithereens everywhere. I received a
hearty round of applause and after taking a bow, I tried to slink out the back
way of the cafeteria.
Upon finding the back door locked
and bolted. I pretended to be deeply involved in choosing a piece of parting
fruit. After discovering a relatively
bruise-free apple, I melted out the front
door, being very careful to stay as near
to the walls as I could.
Then I studied for the remainder of
the evening. God help me.
Saturday evening was even stranger.
My two roommates and I spent a large
part of the evening accniainting a third
roommate (recently returned from parts
unknown) with the game of Mexican.
She became quickly enamored with the
game after consistently rolling double
sixes and 21's, and insisted we continue
to play throughout the evening. Finally,
however, we convinced her it was time to
become social and grace the party of a
friend of ours.
By the time we arrived, all the kegs
had been drained, unfortunately the
police had not. About 100 people milled around and off in the distance someone shouted, "All girls, there is a party at Phi Eta!"
A car containing approximately 10
persons inside and two outside drove by..
there was a couple making out on the
trunk. I don't know how they managed
to stay on. Maybe the state of Maine will
enact a new seat belt law.
The host of the party looked at a
group of people and said, "I'm really
glad you guys came, but you know what
you can do if you want to help me? You
can just get the (unprintable adjective)
out."
Upon arriving home, we discovered
five strange people sleeping on our living room floor. Residential Life
specifically' stated, "No parties in York
Village the first week of school,"
A "party" at York Village occurs
when 12 or more people gather together,
with alcohol, in any single apartment.
One must, in order to have this "party".
fill out a party permit. Yes, a party
permit.
I found myself wondering -h4w7
Residential Life would feel about an 11person, alcoholic, co-ed slumber party.
Could one get a party permit at 2 a.m.?
In any case, I am eagerly awaiting this
weekend. and I am knocking on wood
in the meantime...
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Response
Party flattens tire
rn

To the editor:

Attention Readers

yes, once
t UMaine
g "flop."
s weekend
tadequate
t this one

If you have something on your mind and would like
to express it for the benefit of others — please write
The Daily Maine Campus — no one will know about
it unless you do. We lust for reader response, whatever
your perspective.

ime in my
probably
cafeteria
d my tray
and plates
received a
after takthe back

I am writing in regards to an
incident which occurred last
Saturday night as I made my
way home. My route of travel
was Park Street in Orono.
Several cars were parked on the
sides of the roads and many
people were walking up and
down the street. That parties
were going on was evident.
To the point of my writing, is
it possible to have fun without
causing destruction? I ask this
because of a bottle which was
thoughtfully smashed all over

the road. Realizing this too late
I had to drive directly through
the broken glass (rather than hit
a pedestrian). The result? A flat
tire beyond repair. An expensive, purposeless inconvenience.
A joyous moment was spent
hurling and then watching as a
glass bottle fell to the ground
into a million pieces. And
several nOt so joyous months
will be spent making payments
for something that shouldn't
even have been needed.
K. Lawrence
Orono

Lighten upp (sic)
To the editor:
In response to Randall S.
D'Arche's letter in the Sept.11
edition, I have this to say: Keyris-t (sic)!! Lighten up, Randall!!
If you wrote for the Daily
Maine Campus, or (as in my
case) knew people who do, you
would see that an occasional
spelling error or typo is
understandable, and easily

or locked
deeply inif parting
relatively
the front
ty as near

forgiven.
The Daily Maine Campus is
not the New York Times, and
should not be taken as such: it
is a student newspaper, written
by students, for students.
What d'ya (sic) want for fee
(sic)?

Dan Reed Grimble
13 York Village ?30?
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I found the abuse in the 9-11
issue of Maine Campus,of Mr.
D'Arche, his letter, and his opinion, repulsive and gratuitous'.
If it is not standard Campus
policy to edit letters to be
published for occasional
misspellings and solecisms, it
ought to be. Such profound
disrespect for another's opinion, as exhibited by the proliferation of snide explications
in Mr. D'Arches letter, belongs
no place, but residing in the
editorial staff of a college

newspaper, it is particularly
odious and inexusable. Certainly the editorial page is charged
above all with the responsibility to present varying opinions
fairly, equally, and for the sake
of the judicious reader, in the
best light possible. An attack
upon the newspaper should not
be subjected to the belittlement,
even if the editorial board is
unanimously convinced of the
illiteracy and ignorance of the
writer.
Kent Cummings
Orono

Jonathan Bach

Commentary

What a bargain
'"For sale: Saab, runs good, new this, new that, other
good stuff, must sell, $400." Sound like a good
deal? Yes! So you go to check it out and find that the
only true aspect of the ad was that it vas indeed a Saab.
Car hunting on campus is an art. There is an occlusive language associated with classified ads that requires a whole new dictionary. I've found that phrases
such as "runs good" means the car probably has four
wheels and an engine if you're lucky. The rest of the
body is a deep and authentic rust color, the interior
resembles the wake of a tornado, and the essential moving parts (doors, windows, etc.) have long been static.
I've also found thal "new parts" means that the
owner has paid to have them installed and has jacked
up the price of the car to compensate for the labor
charges. These parts may indeed be new, however-last
year.
It's terms such as these that bait people (especially

serious car buyers like me) into checking out the ad,
only to find their hopes dashed to pieces when they
see that it "may need a little work." This is yet
another phrase that is a drastic misnomer. This term
particularly brings to mind a 1970 Volvo that I contemplated buying. Upon first glance, I noticed that it
was devoid of bumpers. The owner said: "you may
want to put bumpers on her." I don't care if he only wanted eight hundred dollars for it, I think bumpers
on a car are a definite plus.
So My pursuit continued of an inexpensive, yet
faithful car. My next hope was an ad that read:
"authentic 1974 VW, reliable, great mileage, dirt
cheap." I was forced to realize the language barrier
again. The car was built in 1974 and it was indeed a
VW.
But "reliable" was defined as "it starts up every Tilesday like clockwork. Oh well, I thought, the battery
can be changed, that's no biggie.

The mileage was very impressive, though. He told
me the car ran fifty miles on a gallon. My jubilence
at this claim was severely diminished, though, when
learned that the fuel capacity was two gallons. Oh
well, I thought, the gas tank can be modified, that's
no biggie.
Authenticity was perfect. It had the original engine,
tires, brakes, and muffler. That is to say, these were the
same exact parts that rolled off the assembly line when
the car was new twelve years ago. Oh well, I thought,
this car is no biggie. I told him that I would keep in
touch.
After a lot of looking and a considerable amount
of "I'll keep in touch" goodbyes to sellers, I finally
found a perfect car. It had brand new wheels, brakes,
engine, and not a speck of body rust. So what if I had
to buys brand new car? It only proves the addage: you,
get what you pay for.
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UB40 'Rat in the Kitchen' will please fans
by Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer

bouncy rhythms prevent them from being as emotionally stirring as they could
be.
The second side of the album will
definitely have great appeal on the airwaves. Off to a strong.start with a call
for justice and honesty, the title cut "Rat
in Me Kitchen- includes heavy-duty
trumpet input from Chuck Mangione.
"Looking Down At My Reflection,"
a song promoting awareness of the world
condition, is juxtaposed against the selffulfilling nature of "Don't Blame
Me."

Rat In the Kitchen, LII340's new
album, will please longtime fans and
may scoff up a few more along the way.
A group with proportionally more
white members than the average reggae
band, UB40 also speaks to a wider audience than most musicians who thrive
on the throbbing rhythm that originated
in poverty-stricken Jamaica.
The England-based group mixes the
best of calypso and pop with undertones
of jazz and rock 'n' roll.
Served up with authentic Jamaican
verbal emphasis, the lyrics of Rat In the
Kitchen are often political. But the

CINEMA CENTERS CORP

"Sing Our Own Song," a ho_peful
anthem obviously dedicated to theblack
people living under South Africa's apartheid regime, predicts: "We v.Ttlfight for
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DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT I.D.

Volunteer Tour Guides Needed

Dingo Tour Guides
The Admissions Office is looking for volunteers
who have knowledge of and are enthusiastic about
the University and its resources to give tours to
prospective students and their parents.
Applications can be picked up at the Admissions
Office or the Information Booth in the Memorial
Union.

APPLY TODAY!

the right to be free/ Build our own society/ We will sing, sing our own song."
"All I Want To Do" is a busy tune in
which a pleasant melody bops between
a quick counter-melody and an easy
tempo. The lyrics expose the drudgery
of being tied to a job tharprov ides very
little satisfaction for little pay:
."Well. I don't like the work, but true,
I need the money/ My life is like a joke,
but to me it isn't funny, People all
around telling me LL hat to do, All I want
to do is stay at home with you."
In describing the loneliness of being
without a steady relationship, "You
Could Meet Somebody" suggests consolation can be found in the freedom of
being single:

"You could meet somebody, you never
know/ From brief encounters, habits
grow/ Into giant oaks that hide the sun/
Your only chance is to turn and run."
Thus, avoidance is the best defense.
"Tell It Like It Is" provides a fast
medium for a serious message. In this
age of mediocrity, UB40 argues for the
tell-it-like-it-is mentality. The choppy
lyrics decide: "I gotta be blatant in this
time."
After . describing 'a recent incident
.killed
when South African blacks were
by police enforcing the government's
apartheid policies, UB40 cuts out "If
that's not blatant murder then murder
can't be found, If that's not blatant
murder then murder can't be found."

Maine Masque gears up for season
by Linda McGivern
"Staff Writer
,
Ai Cyrus has "Great Expectations"
tor UMainesAllst theater season which,
will get underway in early October with
the play "Thieves' Cainival."
Cyrus, chairman of the theater
department, said UMaine has one of the
oldest continually producing college
theaters in the country. "It's even older
than I am."
.. The theater_clepartment said Cyrus,
is not solely interested in the acting
abilities of departmental students.
"We run open tryouts and announce
them publicly," he said. "We're %cry
Interested in encouraging people in other
fields."
Theater students are very critical of
one another and themselves, said Cyrus.
and they are'
11)ery serious" about what
they are doing.
"I'm really proud of the students we
get here," he said.
Cyrus said many high school students
are unaware of the fact that there is a
profession involved in theater.
"Getting discovered at soda fountains
a fantasy." he said.
There will be four plays presented
through the Hauck Auditorium series
this season: "Thieves' Carnival" in October, "The Ecstasy of Rita Joe" in
November, "The Glass Menagerie" in•
February, and "Blood Wedding"- in
April.

Three plays; "The Cave Dwellers."
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are
Dead,"and "The Merry Wives of
indsor:- will be shown by -the
Pavilion theater during the season.
All three Pavilion plays are being
directed by theater department graduate
students working on their master's
degrees.
In February. the Pavilion theater will
be offering plays directed by
undergraduate students.
Norm Wilkinson. a professor of
theater. is directing "Thieves' Carnival"
hich will be presented Oct. 8 through
Oct. 10.
The play was writts by Jean Anouilh.
a French playwright, in 1910 and was
probably the best received of his plays
presented in the U.S. It won several
awards, including the Prestigious Tony
Award.
"This play is not realistic," said
Wilkinson. "It's more of a fantasy:'
He said Anouilh's philosophy in the
comedy "Thieves' Carnival" is, "Grab
happiness while you can because it might
not be here by 9 o'clock tonight."
The play ,has a cast of IS; one high
school student (Hampden), seven
freshmen. SiA sophomores, two juniors,
and two seniors.
.Auditions for the play were held the
first two days of classes and rehearsal
began last Friday.
There will be four performances of the
play.

Air Force ROTC
Open House
Come learn about Air Force
ROTC, scholarship programs,
and Air Force career opportunities. Air Force ROTC officers and cadets will present
a program and will be available
to answer your questions.

by R. Kevin D:
Staff Writer
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Bears go up against spirited Yellowjackets
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
When the University of Maine football team takes the field for their I p.m.
home opener Saturday at Alumni Field,
they'll be looking to -avoid a repeat of
last year's contest with American International College.
The Yellowjackets played spirited ball
for much of the contest and nearly upset
the Black Bears before falling 27-17.
"We thought we played pretty well last
year, though we turned the ball over five
times and you're not going to win many
games like that." said AIC Coach
Alex Ropsko.
It took two touchdowns and a field
goal in these:wad half to give the Black
Bears a hard-fought victory.
"I don't think last year was so much
a case of us being complacent as them
being really prepared for us," said
Maine quarterback Bobby Wilder. "Last
year we were looking past AIC towards
URI (the following week)and it almost
proved disastrous."
Both squads come in with 1-0 records.
Maine defeated Howard University
38-22 and the Yellowjackets beat
Plymouth State University 28-0.
"Defensively we played well," said
Ropsko. "Offensively we played well at
times."

AIC finished last year with 8-2 mark
as a division II independent and were
ranked 14th in the nation.
The Yellowjackets feature an impressive backfield led by quarterback
Dan Hirsch, who didn't play against
Maine a year ago.,0
Last week he completed 13 of 23

passes for 108 yards and two
touchdowns.
Split End Brian Carey was on the
receiving end of nine of the tosses, and
picked up 81 yards and one TD, which
gave him the school record for TD receptions in a career.
On the ground, AIC has 235-pound
fullback Elliot Beals, who gained 141

yards on 15 carries last weekend, and
halfback Rich Sperling, who added 56
yards.
The Yellowjackets will rely heavily on
their backfield to keep them within striking distance of the Black Bears.
"We would like to be able to move the
ball offensively and sustain drives,'
(see BEARS page III)

University Photo
46 Main St., Orono • 866-7703
Now, get your pictures developed and printed in just one hour at our
high quality, on sight photo lab. All film sizes: disc, 110, 126 & 135.

Wtth each 2 rolls
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One
FREE
8x10

Wah each 2 rolls
crocessed

Two
FREE
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With each 2 rolls
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Third
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1 coupon per visit - regular service on coupons - otter expires October 1 1986

ATTENTION
UNDERCLASS MALES
TAU KAPPA EPSILON

OPEN RUSH
FIND OUT WHAT TKE CAN DO FOR YOU!
RUSH EVENTS:
* Thursday, Sept. 11th (7-9 pm) - Stop by for pizza
and meet the brothers of TKE
* Sunday, Sept. 14th (2-4 pm) - Join us for a game of
football and a cookout after.
* Monday, Sept. 15th (9-11 pm) - Watch the Red Sox battle
the Yankees-on our BIG SCREEN TV. Italians will be served.

TKE is located behind Alfond Arena at 370 CollegeAve.
Call 3853 and ask for Keith or Pete if you have any questions
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UMaine field hockey faces competition in Connecticut
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
The University of Maine field hockey
team will be up against some stiff competition this weekend as they travel to
' Storrs, Conn., to compete in the Connecticut Classic.
"It'll be tough competition, but (we're)
ready to go as a team," said Assistant
Coach Brenda Baird.
The four-team tournament is hosted
by the University of Connecticut, with
Michigan State University, Lock Haven
State University and Maine also
participating.
The Black Bears, 1-1, open up Saturday against Lock Haven, the No. 16
squad in the nation. No. 1 ranked
UConn plays Michgan State with the
winners meeting for top honors Sunday.
Baird says her squad wants to beat
Lock Haven and have a shot at the
Huskies, the top team in the country.
"We don't feel threatened, it's more exciting that we could beat the top team
in the country," Baird said.
Last season Maine finished last in the
UConn Classic.

Bears

by Tim Tbzi
Staff Writer

The Black Bears faced both UConn
and Michigan State and lost by 5-0 and
1-0 scores repectively, with the MSU
game being decieded in overtime.
Maine opened their season on the
road last weekend, splitting games with
Syracuse UniVersity and Colgate
University.
In their first game Maine dropped a
heartbreaking 1-0 double overtime contest to the Orangemen, but came back
to thump the Red Raiders 3-0.
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Goal scores for the Black Bears included Sandie Girard, Laurie Carroll
and Ahn Goldfine.
Tina Oulittle notched the shutout in
the second match, making eight saves on
20 shots.
Maine will be playing without the services of Kathryn Kidder, who out with
an injured knee. "We'll have to play without her,"
said Baird.
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Maine returns following the weekend
tournament for their home opener, as
they play host to the University of
Maine-Farmington Tuesday.

Cross country teams have work cut out for them
by R. Kevin.Dietrich
Staff Writer
As the University of Maine men's and
women's cross country teams prepare to
open their seasons Saturday, the only

thing certain is that there's a good deal
of uncertainty.
Graduation, injuries and lack of experience have left many unanswered
questions, especially on the men's side,
as the squads travel to the University of

Southern Maine to take on Bowdoin
College.
"Vie have a lot of peopie sick and we
lost a lot of people over the summer."
said team member Russ Oakes.
"We're going to have to work." add-

ed teammate Sean Bears.
He added that the improvement had
already began, though, referring to improved training habits.
"People are working a lot harder then
(see CROSS page Ii)
•
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Bears confident
by Tim Tozier
Staff Writer
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Although the fifth-ranked Black
Bears lost to Rutgers 3-0 last Friday, they are anxious to get out
and improve their record. The
Black Bears will get their chance this weekend as they travel south
to play Boston College and the
University of Rhode Island.
Maine Coach Jim Dyer is "very
confident" going into Friday's 7
p.m. contest against the Eagles and
hopes the Rutgers loss will act as
a "learning experience" for the
talented Maine squad.
"BC is a very physical team and
bases their games on hard physical
play", says Dyer. "We know the
game will be rough and due to the
aytroturf surface, the style of play
will be very chaotic, with long
passing and a lot of offensive
pressure."
The Eagles are coming off an
8-9-3 record last year they were not
ranked in New England. BC is
2-1-1 so far this year, with an impressive 2-1 overtime win over New
England's top ranked team, the
University of Connecticut last
Tuesday night. Freshman Greg
O'Brien scored the game winner
against U-Conn., tallying his first
collegiate goal of his career.
Last year's leading point-getter,
David Sullivan, is tied for the lead
again this year with one goal and
two assists for four points after the
first four games. Along with
Sullivan, Mark Egan and Chris
Pape each have two goals for four
points, and freshman O'Brien has
one goal and one assist for three
points.
Returning from last year, goalie
Eric Hasbun hopes to be a "thorn
in the side" of the Black Bears.
"Hasbun is 'a fine goalie", says
Dyer."He had a 5-4-2 record last
year with an impressive 0.94 goals
against average, including live
shutouts."
As for the Rhode Island Rams,
who Maine will meet at 1 p.m. on
Sunday, Coach Dyer is expecting
"a totally different type of conlest." "URI has always had a
skilled, ethnic team that relies on
a_asausAtimipactiae and clever
style of Am -The field is natural
turf which will slow the game
down and put more of an emphasis on skill and finesse, rather
than physical force."
The Rains are 2-0 so far this
year, beating Rhode Island College
5-0, and the University of Hartford
2-1. The Rams leading scorer is a
freshman
forward,
John
Macaraco, who has four goals this
year, including the game winner
against Hartford. Along with
Macaraco, the two top scorers
from last year, Co-captain Sean
Lopes and forward Adam Homier,
who had seven and eight goals
respectively, hope to add to the
success of the Rams again this
year.
After sitting out last season with
; a knee injury, goalie Mike
Saalfrank is undefeated this year,
with a 1.00 goals against average,
, including a shutout win against
1 Rhode Island College. Helping out
in front of the net, will be two
, outstanding delensemen-returning
from last year. Rich Nicholas and
Fred Elkins are two quality
fullbacks that are respected around
the league..
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(continued from page 10)
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(continued from page 91

last year," Oakes said.
As for the women's team, things look
somewhat brighter, as there are several
holdovers from last season.
"Our team is intact (from last year).
Were ranked ninth in New England according to a Coaches Poll," said
Coach James Ballinger. "Probably 90
percent of this team is made up of good
runners."
The women's team is made up of
several strong individuals, led by Helen
Dawe, Theresa
Lewis, Sonja
McLaughlin, Jennine Forest, Patty clapper, Brenda Mahnken and Mary Meehan
among others.
"They should be a solid team it we
avoid injuries throughout the season and
develop as we think we should," said
Ballinger. "We think we should finish in
the top 10 in New England, which we
think is respectable."
On the men's side, several strong runners look to lead the way, including

Oakes, captain Brian Warren, Bob Cuddy, Doug DeAngelis, Alex Hanuner, Dan
O'Conner, and Rick Shea.
"We lost quite a few runners from a
year ago," said Ballinger." (But) I
think the team will develop through the
season"
"Once we get to know each other, we'll
know how to make each other work
harder," said Oakes.
Ballinger believes the men's team will
have work together to enjoy success during this season's meets.
"The team will have to score as a
team. We have no really outstanding Ainners so we'll have to rely on the team to
score points," he said.
This weekend's meet will be played at
Southern Maine because the Bowdoin
track is currently undergoing
reconstruction,
Both squads take nearly two weeks off
before returning to action, with the two
teams hosting the University of Vermont
on Sept. 23.

said Ropsko. "We need to control the
football and keep the defense off the
field as much as we can."
If Ropsko believes there is a weakness
in the AIC defense it certainly didn't
show up against Plymouth State. The
Yellowjackets picked off five passes, led
by linebacker Curt Johnston, who had
a pair. In addition, Johnston made 12
tackles.
"He's good, he had a really good game
against us last year," said Wilder.
Wilder needs just 35 yards to become
Maine's all-time career passing yardage
leader. Wide receiver Sergio Hebra
became the fifth Maine player to total
over 1,000 yards in pass receiving, thanks
to his 150-yard performance against
Howard.
Running back Doug Dorsey moved into 10th place on the all-time Maine
rushing list last Saturday as he gained 94
yards to run his career mark to 975
yards.

El Cheepos
CANTINA
&
DANCING SALOON
Cheeps and Sauce
Taco Basket
two crisp tacos, cheeps, and sauce
Nachos
chicken or beef, add a buck
El Cheepo Softo Taco

$ 50
$250
$1.95
$2 000

ETHNIC GRUB
Cajun Wings
Rhasta Sticks
in the rough
Texas Chili
Farmer's Salad

$2.95
$2.75
$1.95
$1.50

t
iff4Wednesd
i
ay-Sunday opens at 6 p.m.
Happy Hour 6-8 p.m.
Friday Happy Hour 3-8 p.m.
Nightly Drink Specials!
15 Mill St., Orono • Below Margarita's,
866-4863
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